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INTRODUCTION
On March 16, 2020 the Government of Uzbekistan declared a nation-wide lockdown 
as a response to the COVID19 outbreak and decided to suspend school activities 
for three weeks starting from March 18, 2020. At the end of May 2020, it was 
subsequently decided to close schools until the end of the academic year. In order 
to ensure uninterrupted learning, MOPE decided to start distance learning (DL) and 
requested technical support from UNICEF. 

The video lessons produced by REC with UNICEF support were broadcasted on 
four state-run television channels, and children of various ages had an opportunity 
to continue studying school subjects. In addition, these lessons were also made 
available on: (a) online Maktab Telegram channel (with around 84,000 subscribers 
and 2.6 million views daily); and (b) Telegram Channel of MOPE (with close to 80,000 
subscribers and 250,000 views daily). During the nine-week period remaining until 
the end of the academic year, there were 4,492 video lessons scripted, produced 
and broadcasted in Russian, Uzbek and Karakalpak languages. On average, 120 
video lessons were produced daily.

UNICEF conducted a series of rapid assessments of the DL programme through 
the U-report platform as well as the official website of the State Inspectorate on 
Supervision of Quality in Education to understand the coverage of the programme 
as well as students’ and parents’ views on continuing DL programmes after school 
re-opening. In addition, UNICEF also used World Bank’s Listening to the Citizens of 
Uzbekistan (L2CU) survey of May 2020 by including questions on distance learning. 
A vast majority of respondents (more than 90%) reported using the introduced 
distance learning programme. The majority of respondents also wanted DL to 
either continue as it is or with improvements in content and presentation. 

After completion of the 2019-2020 school year, MOPE, REC and UNICEF started 
working systematically on improving the quality of DL and expanding its coverage 
to reach all students. In order to build the capacity of national teachers, a Toolkit 
and a series of guidelines on teaching methodology for distance education are 
being produced. This Guide is developed as part of these joint efforts.
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SECTION 1: UNDERTAKING A SYSTEMATIC 
HIGH-LEVEL NEEDS ASSESSMENT 

AND CURRICULUM PLANNING

Evidence from many countries shows that even in the case of timely organization 
of distance learning during the lockdown, the gaps in students’ knowledge when 
schools reopen are still significant. It is impossible to move on to learning new 
topics and to ensure the quality of learning without filling the knowledge gaps. If 
knowledge gaps are ignored, students will not be able to fully absorb new knowledge 
and the gap will grow, while some students might completely lose motivation to 
study and even drop out of school.

In this section, we will discuss how this can be addressed.

STEP 1: ANALYSING CURRICULUM AND SETTING GOALS 
FOR NEEDS ASSESSMENT

In many cases, a complete test of student knowledge on all topics that should have 
been covered during the lockdown, as well as planning to teach previous and new 
material at the same time, is unrealistic.

Priorities should be set to primarily identify topics covered during the lockdown 
that are critical for acquisition of subsequent material.

1. Clear learning outcomes and assessment criteria should be formulated. 
This is needed to determine the degree of attainment and students’ 
individual learning gaps;

2. Focus on the most important issues and thus reduce the learning content 
to be tested and taught; and

3. Ensure that students clearly understand the teacher’s expectations and 
their own learning progress, which in turn will increase their motivation and 
responsibility.

It is important not to simply use ‘topics’ or titles instead of clearly formulated 
objectives / learning outcomes, because this will make it impossible to assess 
knowledge attainment and student progress.

For example, the following are overly broad, and are unlikely to provide clear insight 
into what is being assessed:

‘The Water Cycle’

‘Seasons’

‘The First World War’

In contrast, the following provide insight into the knowledge pupils are expected to 
demonstrate:
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Pupils demonstrate a strong understanding of all key aspects of the Water Cycle (also 
known as the hydrologic cycle, or the hydrological cycle), including Key Processes 
(Precipitation, Canopy interception, Snowmelt, Runoff, Infiltration, Subsurface flow, 
Evaporation, Sublimation, Deposition, Advection, Condensation, Transpiration, 
Percolation, and Plate tectonics), as well as Residence Times, Changes over Time, 
Effects on Climate, Effects on Biogeochemical Cycling, and the role of Atmospheric 
Escape. All pupils can explain these factors, and their interactions, confidently, and 
can demonstrate their understanding in response to open questioning, as well as 
independently producing detailed, and accurate, diagrams.

Pupils should be able to observe changes across the four seasons, observe and 
describe weather associated with the seasons and how day length varies, as well 
as being able to confidently, and accurately write and talk about changes in the 
weather and the seasons. Pupils should understand that that it is not safe to 
look directly at the Sun, even when wearing dark glasses. Pupils should be able 
to demonstrate their understanding by working scientifically, making tables and 
charts about the weather and making displays of what happens in the world around 
them, including day length, as the seasons change. 

(Adapted from: The national curriculum in England, Framework document)

Pupils demonstrate a clear understanding of the geopolitical factors which 
precipitated the first world war, including relevant Political and Military Alliances 
(Triple Alliance, Franco-Russian Alliance, Entente Cordiale, the Anglo-Russian 
Convention, and the 1839 Treaty of London), the Arms Race, Conflicts in the 
Balkans, the Sarajevo Assassination and resulting July Crisis, as well as a clear 
understanding of how the conflict developed, the nature of warfare and military 
innovations throughout the conflict (including trench warfare and air warfare), as 
well as the armistices and capitulations, and the resulting Treaty of Versailles and the 
1919 Paris Peace Conference. Pupils will also demonstrate a strong understanding 
of the influence of the conflict on Russia, its relationship with the Russian Civil War, 
and the rise of communism. Pupils will also demonstrate a clear understanding 
of the impact of the conflict on civilian populations, the role of conscription, and 
the experiences of soldiers on all sides of the conflict. This will be demonstrated 
through confident analysis of primary sources, responses to open questioning, and 
reviews of written work, including extended independent essays, as well as written 
responses to unseen examinations. 

STEP 2: IDENTIFYING KNOWLEDGE GAPS

After formulating the learning outcomes for the topics covered, the teacher should 
conduct a needs assessment to see how students demonstrate these learning 
outcomes.

Please note that if the needs assessment has already been carried out earlier for 
the entire class, then no further assessment is required.

In some cases, if you need to quickly assess students’ attainment in accordance 
with the requirements, you can use Telegram polls. The answers will be anonymous, 
and it is impossible to find out which students did not answer the questions 
correctly. However, it can be used successfully as a rapid assessment tool with 
automatic calculation of results to determine the need for a detailed test on a given 
topic. Students should be instructed that the survey is anonymous, non-graded, 
and is intended to improve quality of teaching. If the percentage of correct answers 
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is higher than 80%, no subsequent detailed assessment is required.

Annexes 1 and 2 of this Guide provide a detailed explanation of how to create 
polls in Telegram, as well as how to use other technologies to check knowledge 
attainment.

Table 1 below shows an example of planning a test.

Topic / Expected learning outcomes
Asses-
sment 
date

Assessment method

“My house” Students can:

1. Use the verb to be in 
Present Simple tense

2. Use appropriate vocabulary to 
describe rooms and furniture 
(form, size and color)

September 
3, 2020

Students complete a quiz 
using I-Spring platform

“Pythagorean theorem” Students can:

1. Explain the proof of the Pythagorean 
theorem and its converse

2. Apply the Pythagorean Theorem 
to determine missing side lengths 
in right triangles in real-world 
and mathematical problems in 
two and three dimensions

3. Apply the Pythagorean Theorem to 
find out the distance between two 
points in the coordinate plane.

September 
3, 2020

Self-assessment rubrics

Solving problems in 
Kahoot program

Table 1: Planning a test

Technologies that can be used to test students› knowledge both to identify gaps 
after the lockdown and as part of regular studies are provided in Annex 2.

While knowledge testing is critical when education is interrupted as a consequence 
of restrictive quarantine measures, it should be used by teachers regularly to ensure 
that teaching effectively meets different learning needs of each individual student.
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STEP 3: ORGANIZING A CATCH-UP PROGRAMME

DIFFERENTIATION IN CATCH-UP LEARNING CONTEXTS

It is likely that the findings of a thorough needs assessment will demonstrate 
different levels of knowledge and understanding between pupils, which will 
require planning varied learning outcomes and taking a differentiated approach. 
Such ‘differentiation’ can be delivered in parallel with teaching new content or by 
scheduling additional catching-up sessions at separate time.

In some cases, if there are significant gaps in knowledge and understanding of 
curriculum outcomes, different Learning Outcomes will have to be developed 
for Different Pupils. This may entail dividing the class into groups and providing 
different learning activities underpinned by different Learning Outcomes. 

For example, if a Needs Assessment identifies that 80% of pupils have a moderate 
or strong level of demonstrated knowledge and understanding of a curriculum 
outcomes, but 20% have none, or a weak level of understanding, a distinct group 
could be allocated within wider blended classes to rapidly support such pupils 
in improving their Knowledge and Understanding in the area of learning need in 
parallel to studying the new learning content with the whole class.  

Below are the various ways of organizing catch-up education:

I If missed content is to be taught to the entire class, then adaptations of 
the curriculum are required to allocate time for the additional instruction. 
As a general rule, all learning content in which less than 80% of students 
meet learning outcomes must be retaken with the entire class. This can 
be done by reducing the number of hours allocated for particular topics 
in the curriculum given that pupils can learn the affected material in a 
shorter time. Some topics in the curriculum that were supposed to be 
studied in the classroom can be transferred to self-study under teacher’s 
guidance.

In cases where the disparity in learning is less significant, it may be 
possible to use the same learning outcome for a class or group of 
learners, but to nonetheless facilitate Differentiation through the use of 
appropriate teaching and learning resources, such as Extension Tasks, 
and Scaffolding.

Extension Tasks are learning activities given to pupils demonstrating a 
high level of knowledge and understanding during a lesson, in order to 
provide additional challenge, allowing them to enhance the depth and 
breadth, of their demonstrated knowledge understanding of a specific 
curriculum outcome.  It is important to note that extension tasks should 
not simply increase volume of work and keep pupils busy, i.e., they should 
not simply include more activities at the same level – they should always 
increase challenge and complexity to facilitate additional learning. 
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Scaffolding is the use of prompts, rubrics, guidance materials, 
explanations, and other support to ensure that pupils with a lower level of 
knowledge and understanding are appropriately supported to ensure they 
fully achieve the learning outcome. It is important to note that effective 
Scaffolding does not mean that standards are lowered for such pupils, or 
that work is made easier, in contrast, it is the process of providing them 
with additional tools to ensure they can make improvements in their 
attainment and progress in relation to a specific curriculum outcome. 
Finally, it should be emphasized that Differentiation is not only a tool 
for supporting catch-up learning after the lockdown, but that is should 
comprise a core component of effective learning and teaching. All 
teachers should undertake needs assessments on a continuous basis, 
to ensure that learning and teaching are tailored to the needs of learners. 
This applies in all contexts, not just when learning has been disrupted. 

II Also, in the case of significant knowledge gaps in a small number of 
students, the teacher can organize individual or group catch-up sessions. 
It is recommended that the strongest teachers be assigned to work with 
such pupils individually or in groups to help them catch up quickly. In 
some cases, catch-up learning can be organized through self-study 
at home. To help parents with home learning, detailed instructions for 
students and parents, recordings of TV lessons previously shown on TV, 
online learning resources, and other materials should be shared with 
parents via Telegram.

III Peer-to-peer learning is another way of catch-up learning. Pupils are more 
likely to ask questions to each other than to the teacher. They communicate 
at the same level and can often find ways to explain the learning content 
more clearly. This direct interaction of learners also fosters interest in 
learning. However, the teacher must monitor this process and track the 
outcomes of such learning. Usually high school students volunteer to help 
younger pupils. The teacher should talk to children and jointly establish 
the rules of this interaction, such as respecting each other, avoiding 
negative judgements, and also define situations when students should 
turn to the teacher for support.

To plan catch-up learning, the teacher needs to answer to the following questions:

1. What is the missed content from the past year’s curriculum? This relates directly 
to the learning outcomes identified in STEP 1: ANALYSING CURRICULUM AND 
SETTING GOALS FOR NEEDS ASSESSMENT- If such content is known, a needs 
assessment is not required and theЦ content is automatically considered to be 
not covered.

2. What percentage of students fully achieved the learning outcomes for the 
covered learning content?

3. What percentage of students has incomplete or no learning outcomes achieved 
for the covered learning content?

4. What learning content from the past year’s curriculum should be re-taught to 
the entire class?
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5. What learning content should be re-taught to individual or a group or students? 
What learning outcomes should be achieved?

6. Are there students who require catch-up learning?

7. How to find time to teach the missed learning content from the past year’s 
curriculum to the entire class along with teaching the new curriculum?

8. How to organize catch-up learning for individual or a group of students?

Table 2 illustrates an example of teacher›s answers to these questions.

Section A: Presents general information: name of the instructor/teacher, 
subject, class, when the period starts and ends.

Section B: Lists topics of the curriculum content; these are normally taken 
directly from the Schemes of Work or other curriculum documents 
for each subject. 

Section C: Identifies whether the curriculum outcome was taught, not taught or 
partially taught.

Section D: The % included in this column should reflect the % of students that met 
success criteria for that particular outcome on the last assessment. 
In this case, for the first curriculum outcome, 95% of the students 
met the success criteria; for the second curriculum outcome, only 
60% met the success criteria; for the last curriculum outcome, as it 
was not taught, none of the students met the success criteria. 

Section E: Provides information about students that did not meet the required 
success criteria. In this case, only three children did not meet 
success criteria for the first learning outcome. The learning outcome 
is considered to be successfully achieved, but these students will 
require catch-up learning – as self-study or under the guidance of 
a teacher. As for the second learning outcome, only 60% of students 
met the criteria, which means that the respective curriculum 
content should be re-taught to the entire class. No classes have 
been delivered for the third learning outcome; therefore, no needs 
assessment is required. The need to teach the missed content to the 
entire class is determined automatically.

Section F: Presents the sources that provide evidence of achieving those 
outcomes (exams, polls, etc) and the date when the evidence was 
collected. Please note that if the needs assessment has already been 
carried out earlier for the entire class, then no further assessment is 
required.

Section G: Identifies whether the curriculum outcome was completed in full or 
whether teaching needs to be organized and delivered again.

Section H: Defines how the catch-up learning will be organized, including by 
reduction of the planned instruction time for other learning activities.
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А. 
Subject: Geography
Grade: 8 “B”
Distance learning start date: March 18, 2020
Distance learning end date: May 25, 2020

B. 
Curriculum 
topic, learning 
outcome and 
success criteria

C.
Was the 
topic 
taught to 
students?

D. 
Learning 
outcome 
achieve-
ment, % 

E. 
Students 
with 
learning 
gaps

F. 
Data 
source 
/ date 
of data 
collection

G.
Next step

H.
Catch-up 
learning 
method

By the end of the 
activity pupils 
will be able to 
demonstrate 
a secure 
understanding 
of how waves 
are formed

yes 95%
Student’s 
full name

Essay, April 
17, 2020

Individual 
catch-up 
learning 
sessions

By the end of the 
activity, pupils 
will be able to 
demonstrate 
a secure 
understanding of 
the characteristics 
of constructive and 
destructive waves

yes 60%

The content 
should be re-
taught to the 
whole class, 

as the success 
was partial

Quiz, 
September 

14, 2020
Teach again

Reduce the 
instruction 
hours 
allocated 
for the topic 
‘Monsoons’

By the end of the 
activity, pupils 
will be able to 
demonstrate an 
understanding of 
Longshore drift

No 0 The entire 
class

Teach as a 
new topic

Deliver the 
material by 
reducing 
the hours 
allocated 
for practical 
activities 
with maps. 
Give this 
exercise as 
a homework
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SECTION 2: ENSURING QUALITY OF DISTANCE 
OR BLENDED LEARNING CLASS

DISTANCE AND BLENDED LEARNING: 
BASIC PRINCIPLES

Ensuring every teacher is supported and prepared for the new year is essential to 
achieving the best outcomes for students. In order to build on the work the REC has 
already initiated with the creation of video lessons, the next step now is to support 
teachers in the design of teaching, learning and assessment activities that will 
complement the delivery of their lessons. 

This section discusses how the elements of distance learning and teaching can be 
improved. It presents a general approach for planning distance learning, teaching 
and assessment, and approaches to delivering different types of content via 
different delivery channels.

FACE-TO-FACE LEARNING (IN-CLASS LEARNING)

Face-to-face classroom instruction should be combined with activities that students 
can perform at home at a convenient pace. Such activities include educational 
research (reading fiction, history and other literature, observing weather conditions, 
etc.), conducted by students under teacher guidance, laboratory activities and 
practical exercises to apply new knowledge, skills, and theoretical concepts.

Within the blended learning model, face-to-face schooling is best used for:

 � Undertaking focused formative, and summative, assessment activities, to 
ensure a strong understanding of learner attainment and progress;

 � Instructing students in real-time;

 � Facilitating discussions;

 � Learning new ideas and shaping new skills, including self-study skills;

 � Guiding students in learning new types of educational activities;

 � Linking new material with the previously learnt one;

 � Eliminating students’ failures in grasping new material through direct 
explanations in real time;

 � Explaining learning objectives;

 � Providing students with an opportunity to interact with each other - complete 
team assignments, discuss and plan learning, see each other›s work (taking 
into account the recommendations on social distancing); and
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 � Increasing motivation for learning and ensuring achievement of learning 
outcomes through recognition and rewards.

DISTANCE LEARNING

Distance learning is best used for:

 � Direct instruction, particularly with high-quality pre-recorded content, or 
independent comprehension / self-study exercises;

 � Student self-study;

 � Practicing and completing exercises on topics explained by the teacher in the 
classroom;

 � Completing written assignments;

 � Solving problems;

 � Working with a textbook or reading fiction and popular science;

 � Literature; and

 � Assessing student knowledge by using online tools.

To facilitate the ‘distance’ component of blended learning, make sure all students 
clearly understand:

 � How to access materials prepared by teachers;

 � How to complete various types of assignments, including, if necessary, providing 
proof of homework done away from the computer. For example, a photo or video 
of performing physical exercises or some other practical activity;

 � How to submit various types of completed assignments to the teacher; and

 � How to receive feedback from the teacher (including a note for the grades) and 
how to respond to that feedback.

it should be noted that calls via Zoom (or other VOIP platforms) are especially 
effective for younger children or children with special needs who cannot read/write 
or participate in Telegram discussions.

Parental involvement in learning and collaborative learning, including the use of 
a peer-to-peer approach during distance learning, is essential to keep children 
motivated and prevent them from abandoning their remote studies after school 
re-opening.

In order to discuss how to blend different learning and teaching activities and 
different delivery methods (face to face, online, or at a distance) to gain the best 
balance for the students it is important to identify a common language.

The learning activities described by Laurillard (1992) have been used by Toro-
Troconis et al. (2019) in the consolidation of a methodology to guide the learning 
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design process.

The Table 3 below shows varied learning activities described by Laurillard (1992)

Acquisition Discussion Enquiry Practice Production

Learning through 
listening, reading 
and watching.

Learning through 
discussion and 
collaboration, 
with or without 
the teacher 
present. Small 
groups or 
large groups; 
structured or 
unstructured.

Learners use 
existing learning 
resources 
for their own 
intellectual 
enquiry through 
reading books, 
or surfing the 
internet, asking 
questions to 
adults and 
their peers

Learners 
apply their 
understanding 
of the concepts 
to achieving 
a task goal.

Learners 
apply their 
understanding 
of the concepts 
producing a 
tangible asset 
or improving an 
existing one 

Table 3: Learning activities (Laurillard, 1992)

The learning activities are distributed ensuring there is a good mix between all 
the learning activities suggested to ensure that new knowledge is appropriately 
provided, and acquired, as well as providing opportunities for application, and 
assessment (demonstrating competencies appropriately).

Figure 1 below provides a general overview of a learning episode on ‘Skin hygiene, 
first aid for skin injuries’ in a Biology class with the distribution of all the learning 
activities and the analysis of the learning. In this activity, teachers and students have 
access to videos on TV but also on Telegram and via Zoom. Acquisition activities 
are delivered via TV/Telegram and the rest of the learning activities (discussion, 
enquiry, practice and production) are delivered via Telegram or Zoom.

PERSONAL TUTORIALS (WELLBEING AND WELLFARE)

Figure 1: Overview of a remote lesson plan on personal health and development
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BLENDED LEARNING

Blended approaches offer a combined approach, by which both face-to-face and 
distance education are integrated, making the best use of each, to support learners 
on an on-going basis.

The combination of different delivery methods (face to face, online or at a 
distance), the combination of learning materials (printed, videos, web-based 
and interactive), as well as self-guided and other instructional collaborative 
methods to support the consolidation of learning is called blended learning’

It is possible that time spent in school will be shortened, and instead of six lessons 
teachers will only have three lessons with your students. The rest of the lessons 
will be delivered remotely. Therefore, it is essential to determine what material 
teachers will deliver face to face to children in the class, and what educational 
activities will have to be organized remotely.

It is also possible that the school administration will decide to reduce the number 
of children present in the classroom and will involve an additional teacher to work 
with your class. This means that teachers may need to coordinate activities with 
other teachers.

One model that can be particularly effective in a blended learning context is that 
of the ‘Flipped’ classroom (Lage, et al., 2000) in which participants in a class are 
presented with initial material (this could be pre-recorded content, reading, etc.), 
and an associated activity,  to be undertaken before the face-to-face session, with 
a focus on discussion, questioning, and higher order thinking, as well as providing 
a clear opportunity for formative assessment by the teachers, which is best suited 
to a face-to-face context.

This model has a range of advantages:

i. As pupils have undertaken the core activity before the face-to-face lesson, the 
teacher can ensure a clear focus on assessment, thus informing future learning 
and teaching, and associated lesson planning;

ii. It allows for collaboration and efficiency, the initial activity can draw on pre-
recorded content developed by colleagues, and may not always be delivered by 
the pupils’ own teacher; and

iii. It provides an engaging and challenging classroom environment for learners, 
and makes particularly good use of face-to-face contexts, particularly where 
these are limited by restrictions.

iv. Further guidance on the ‘Flipped Classroom’ approach can be found at the 
following links:

 � TeachThought: The Definition of the Flipped Classroom

 � Plymouth University: 7 Steps to a Flipped Classroom

 � NFER & Nesta: Flipped Learning Practitioner Guide

 � E-Classes & Erasmus+: Guidelines on Flipped Classroom Methodology and 
How to Create and Use it at Class for Science and Technological Disciplines 
and Transdisciplinary Areas.
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PROMOTING SELF-DIRECTED LEARNING

In order to promote effective self-directed learning, teachers are advised to guide 
students to be aware that if they cannot solve a problem or figure out an answer, the 
teacher will help them to find the right tools to complete the tasks independently 
(Cox, 2019). 

These are some tips to help you as a teacher promote a classroom where your 
students are self-reliant and self-confident:

 � Teaching students how to manage their goals: In order to help students to be 
self-reliant, you must teach them how to manage their own goals. To begin 
with, help your students set small, attainable goals that can be achieved fairly 
quickly. Once students grasp this concept, you can then have them set more 
long-term goals.

 � The importance of feedback: It is important to give students feedback as 
soon as possible. By giving immediate feedback, your students will have the 
opportunity to implement your suggestions right away and make the changes 
they need in order to be a self-directed learner.

 � Promote an ‘I can’ attitude: Take time out to teach your students how to 
overcome disappointment. It is one of the best lessons that you can ever teach 
them in their life. When students face disappointment, teach them to analyse 
it and look at the big picture. Teach them to talk about how it feels so that they 
can move past it.

 � Give your students a voice: Your classroom should set the stage for students to 
feel comfortable enough to have a voice. Make your classroom environment a 
place where students are free to speak their minds. This will not only make them 
feel more empowered, but also help them feel like they are part of a classroom 
community, which will help bolster their self-confidence, and become more 
independent learners.

APPROACHES TO DISTANCE LEARNING FOR CHILDREN WITH SPECIAL 
EDUCATIONAL NEEDS

For most children attending special and boarding schools, the distance learning 
solution will be harder to implement than for their peers in general education 
schools. Different groups of children will face different challenges.

The challenges for children with hearing impairments include:

 � Lack of TV lessons on sign language and dactyl, literacy and numeracy lessons 
for primary school students; lack of access to learning for those who do not 
have access to the Internet;

 � Discrepancy between the timing of instructional content in the curriculum of 
general education schools that is broadcasted on central television, and the 
timing of the curriculum in special boarding schools; and

 � Difficulties in arranging educational activities other than TV lessons and 
communication with a teacher and peers, especially if there is no access to the 
Internet and Telegram.
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The challenges for children with visual impairments are:

 � Impossibility of organizing TV lessons to teach primary school pupils to read 
and write in Braille;

 � Discrepancy between the timing of instructional content in the curriculum of 
general education schools that is broadcasted on central television, and in the 
curriculum in special boarding schools;

 � Difficulties in comprehending certain TV / video lessons that involve visual 
materials and lack appropriate explanations from the teacher; and

 � Challenges in organizing educational activities related to writing.

For children with intellectual disabilities and learning difficulties:

 � Lack of TV lessons corresponding to the curriculum of special schools; and

 � Methodological challenges posed by distance learning on topics that require 
face-to-face instruction by teachers. For example, teaching arts and crafts 
class (the main subject in special school) and teaching elementary school 
pupils.

The teacher should organize home schooling for children with special educational 
needs, even if conditions do not allow for systematic study according to the program. 
Schooling is important not only for the child’s learning and development, but also 
for his/her psychological well-being. Continuing education as much as possible, 
following a daily routine, maintaining contact with the teacher and classmates is 
vital to the mental and physical health of children, as it creates a sense of security 
and control. Moreover, children attending special and boarding schools are at high 
risk of refusal from further education and drop-out from school after school re-
opening. It is the responsibility of the teacher to keep in touch with the child and 
his / her parents at this uncertain time.

In addition to applying all the principles, methods and forms of organizing teaching 
and learning described in other sections of this guide, the teacher can do the 
following to continue distance learning for students in special schools:

 � Contact the school management with a list of children who do not have access 
to the Internet and request help in arranging delivery of printed, audio and video 
materials to these children through respective district departments of public 
education;

 � Schedule TV / video lessons for your students in line with the respective special 
curriculum, and distribute recordings of centrally broadcast video lessons in 
accordance with this schedule;

 � Keep in touch with colleagues throughout the country and overcome difficulties 
together. On Telegram channel https://t.me/tashxismarkazi_maxsus, you can 
find video lessons for children with hearing impairments, including lessons for 
primary school students for whom no TV lessons are available. On Telegram 
channel https://t.me/tashxismarkazi_maxs_02 you can find video lessons 
for children with intellectual disabilities. Telegram channel https://t.me/
tashxismarkazi_maxsusu_01 offers materials prepared by teachers for children 
with visual impairments. You can discuss with colleagues and take turns in 
preparing lessons, which can then be used by all throughout the country;

 � Use audio and video messages in Telegram to send instructions, tasks and 
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explanations to children with hearing and visual impairments;

 � Introduce students and parents to online and offline learning platforms and 
programs, as well as available materials, such as Quizzlet or Duolingo; and

 � Explain to parents how to install free platforms such as Zoom and Microsoft 
Team to keep children in touch with classmates and the teacher through video 
meetings. This is especially useful for children communicating in sign language.

SUPPORTING PARENTS

As we move towards a blended or distance learning approach, a dialogue with 
parents is needed to manage expectations and reduce concerns. Participation of 
parents and caregivers in learning both inside and outside of school is essential. 
Parents, caregivers, and learners of all ages should understand their roles in this 
process. 

It is important to ensure that parents have contact details of subject teachers, 
staff responsible for psychological well-being of children at school, and those 
responsible for supporting parents with ICT, etc.

Parents need clear guidance on educational activities organized through Telegram 
and other channels, including detailed information on assessment criteria to 
ensure that students demonstrate their achievements properly. Parents should be 
also provided with the schedule of classes.

Engagement of parents in the assessment process is particularly important for 
primary school students who are unable to independently interact with television 
and / or Telegram or other channels. Involvement of parents will allow for a 
collaborative approach to assessing student needs and developing effective 
lessons based on assessment outcomes.

Parents should be provided recommendations for supporting their children’s 
learning at home. For example, teachers can suggest a possible daily and weekly 
routine that offers flexibility to families.

Teachers should also consider providing detailed guidance to parents on supporting 
children’s play-based learning, as well as involving parents (via Telegram or TV 
and radio) in the learning and teaching process, especially with regard to work on 
literacy and numeracy.

Whenever possible, parents should also be introduced to the basics of using safe 
and effective practical resources on numeracy to facilitate effective home-based 
learning through play.

When reopening schools, reassure parents, for example by showing the changes 
made in the classroom to meet sanitary requirements by sending photos or videos, 
as well as informing them about new requirements for student behaviour.
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SUPPORTING HEALTH AND WELLBEING

Supporting the health and wellbeing of learners, parents and staff remains a key 
priority during distance learning and self-isolation. Social distancing can cause 
significant challenges. In making the transition back to school some groups of 
learners are likely to require more support than others, such as those who have 
spent lockdown in challenging circumstances or who have found it hard to manage. 
Learners will need opportunities to talk with a trusted adult, encouragement to 
communicate their feelings, and the opportunity to spend time with friends. 

Some areas to be considered: 

 � Provide learners with plenty of opportunity to safely share experiences, talk and 
interact during play, formal learning sessions, and breaks/lunchtime;

 � Empathise and validate the feelings of pupils;

 � Recognise pupils’ experiences are unique to them;

 � Place quality and reliable relationships front and centre. Form positive 
relationships, especially with those who struggle to form an emotional bond. 
Allow time for the emotional connection. Adults should respond with simple 
connections, e.g. smile, nod, eye contact, positive body language, etc.;

 � Some pupils will already have developed emotional vocabulary and will be able 
to regulate their emotions, others will not. Some will have had help to develop 
their emotional resilience, whilst some may have absorbed negative/stressful 
messages/thoughts. Teach pupils to name the emotions they felt and feel. 
Pupils who can name and describe their emotions well are less likely to be 
verbally or physically upset;

 � Children should practise active listening. Give pupils time and opportunities to 
express and explore their emotions verbally and nonverbally;

 � Make time to talk in natural play, as part of learning and as part of everyday 
routines, especially for younger learners;

 � Provide plenty of reassurance from a wellbeing and learning aspect, praising 
resilience and effort;

 � Provide routine and structure for all learners, especially those with specific 
needs; and

 � Review behaviour policy and adapt as required.
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PLANNING AND DELIVERY 
OF A DISTANCE LEARNING CLASS

OBJECTIVES, ASESSMENT AND ACTIVITIES

Lesson planning should be an exercise in assuring: 

 � Activity relevance to learning outcomes;

 � Clarity for students to ensure they understand what they are doing and to what 
end;

 � Differentiation and data collection is built into each class. 

Teachers should develop lesson plans which clarify for themselves and to students 
what the learning objectives are (what they should be able to do at the end of 
the class), as well as include assessment (including pre- and post-assessment 
for individual learners), and differentiated and scaffolded activities. Clear learning 
objectives should be articulated to students in each class and activity in order to 
properly monitor and track learning outcomes across particular lessons as well 
across courses. These objectives should be clear to educators as well as students 
to ensure both have a roadmap for individual activities as well as overall classes 
and subjects. All teaching and learning activities conducted within a class should 
therefore align with those objectives, both for individual activities as well as for 
overarching skill development and the acquisition of knowledge. In order to ensure 
activities are aligned with learning objectives and that students have clarity as 
to what they are expected to achieve as well as how that builds to greater skill 
and knowledge acquisition, lesson plans should be used as a tool for students, 
teachers and administrators. 

Developing effective objectives is crucial for developing effective lesson plans and 
activities. Objectives should be C-SMART:

С Challenging – Though this is somewhat subjective to each teacher / class / 
group of students, the objectives when set should be selected in such a way 
that they focus on an area of learning / knowledge / skill that represents a 
challenge for the students – i.e. it is generally at the edge of what majority 
of the students can achieve by the end of a lesson.

S Specific - To ensure that an objective is specific is to make sure that the way 
it is described is observable.  Observable means that somebody can see or 
hear (physically observe) someone doing something.

M Measurable - It refers to the extent to which something can be evaluated 
against some standard.  An objective with a quantity measurement uses 
terms of amount, percentages, etc.  An objective with a quality measurement 
would describe a requirement in terms of accuracy, format, within specific 
guidelines or rubrics.
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A Achievable - Achievable answers the questions «Can the student do it?», 
«Can the measurable objective be achieved by the student?», «Does he/she 
have the experience, knowledge or capability of fulfilling the expectation?» It 
also answers the question «Can it be done given the time frame, opportunity 
and resources?» These items should be included in the SMART objective if 
they will be a factor in the achievement.

R Relevant - Relevant answers the questions «Should it be done?»,  «Why?», 
«What will be the impact?» and “Is the objective aligned with the curriculum, 
and the wider learning goals of the institution or class?” 

T Time-bound - Time-bound answers the question «When will it be done?» 
Within the context of lesson planning, it should be by the end of the lesson.. 

When planning activities for distance, face-to-face, or blended lessons, teachers 
should constantly revisit the ‘C-SMART’ mnemonic, and ensure that they have 
addressed all aspects fully – this should apply both the the overarching objective 
for the lesson as a whole, as well as the micro ‘sub-objectives’ it comprises. 

C.S.M.A.R.T. objectives frequently begin with the phrase: 

By the end of the lesson, the students will be able to demonstrate…’.

Beginning objectives like this helps instructors frame lesson planning effectively. 

What follows are some brief examples of lesson objectives. Some are examples 
of ‘effective’ lesson objectives, and some are examples of ‘ineffective’ lesson 
objectives. 
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EFFECTIVE INEFFECTIVE

By the end of the lesson, pupils will 
be able to make accurate written and 
spoken use of the vocabulary of _____ 
(shapes, colors, etc.) to describe _____ 
(flowers, etc.) in correct and accurate 
present simple sentence construction.

By the end of the lesson, children will 
enjoy themselves in the English class 
and have fun.

By the end of the lesson, students will be 
able to accurately and correctly ask and 
answer questions about their hobbies 
and interests in the past simple.

By the end of the lesson, children will 
complete chapter fifteen of the English 
textbook.

By the end of the lesson, students will 
be able to demonstrate correct usage of 
the Past Perfect by speaking and writing 
three sentences of their own creation, 
correctly using this tense.

By the end of the lesson, students 
will have studied proper past-perfect 
sentence construction.

By the end of the lesson, children 
will understand and be able to make 
accurate use of the chunking method to 
solve division problems with two-digit 
numbers.

By the end of the lesson, all children 
will have practised the present perfect 
tense.

By the end of the lesson, students will 
be able to state an opinion about _____, 
accurately using examples from the text 
to support the opinion, in the present 
simple making use of _____ vocabulary.

By the end of the lesson, children will 
learn about multiplication.

By the end of the lesson, all children will 
have learnt the alphabet.

By the end of the lesson all children will 
name the main organs in the digestive 
system, while SEN pupils draw a picture 
of the body.

Once learning objectives have been clearly defined, the educator should outline 
which resources will be used with care to ensure those resources used are directly 
relevant to the specified learning outcomes. 

The teacher should record the focus of the previous session, with any important 
notes as well as outline the focus of the next session. Here, care should be taken 
to ensure the relevance and smoothness of the progressions of the lessons and 
activities and to ensure previous knowledge is used in order to meet learning 
outcomes. The teacher should then work through each of the activities they will 
undertake in class, with specific timing for each activity. Each activity should have 
clear learning outcomes which relate directly to the overall lesson outcomes and 
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should have a metric for assessing student attainment and progress. Assigned 
homework should also be planned in the lesson plan, ensuring direct relevance 
to the learning outcomes of the lesson and supporting the transition to the next 
session.

LESSON PLAN
Topics/Outcomes Resources Instructor

Class

Last session Next session

Timing Activities Outcomes Assestment

Though the particular look or layout of a lesson plan is not important, what is 
important is that it contains three broad sections: 

WHAT: normally, these are objectives and sub-objectives – what the students need 
to achieve by the end of the lesson. 

HOW: normally these are time/place, activities, resources, specific teaching 
approaches that define how  the teacher plans to make sure that the students 
achieve the what by the end of the lesson;

EVALUATION: typically this is a section related to assessment – many teachers 
do not plan assessment for learning (or summative assessment) explicitly while 
completing lesson plans, which makes it impossible for them to evaluate whether 
or not the what was achieved and whether the how was effective in helping the 
teacher achieve it. A dedicated evaluation section should be part of all lesson plans.

It is recommended that when planning a lesson, the teacher follows this order: 

1. WHAT

2. EVALUATION

3. HOW

That is, the teacher begins planning by the objective, which should be further 
divided into subobjectives, then considers how the objective can be assessed, and 
only last develops the activities to match the assessment or deliver the objective.
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LEARNING ACTIVITIES BASED ON AVAILABLE TECHNOLOGY

Table 4 below presents a general overview of learning activities classified according 
to different technology available and their corresponding learning activities for the 
same topic covered in Figure 1. For example, if the main technology available for 
teachers and students is Telegram, the table suggests the delivery of:

 � Acquisition activities: video, podcasts or readings;

 � Discussion activities: forums and brainstorming activities;

 � Enquiry activities: signposting online reading and video materials related to the 
topic, and

 � Practice and production activities: asking the students to produce and share an 
image or video via Telegram contextualising their understanding of the topic.

 �

Type of 
education 

activity and 
assessment

Delivery mode

TV Telegram Zoom
Printed 

materials / 
handouts

Assessment Multiple 
choice test

Multiple 
choice test

Acquisition Video Video (same 
as on TV)

Podcasts

Reading 
materials, 
textbooks

Video (same as 
on TV or made 
by a teacher) 

on a flash drive

Discussion Brainstorm 
Forum

Brainstorm Survey of 
parents, friends 
and relatives (if 
a mobile phone 

is available) 
according 

to questions 
developed by 

a teacher
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Enquiry Popular-
science videos 

(if part of 
curriculum)

Reading and 
video materials 
signposted and 
available online

Additional 
reading and 

video materials

Practice Students 
prepare video or 
photo materials 
demonstrating 

their 
understanding 

of the topic, 
and them in the 
Telegram group

Students share 
experiences and 

impressions 
of the 

exercises, video 
production, 
as well as 

their research 
findings

Activities to 
be carried out 

alone and / 
or with family 

members

Assessment Communication 
with teacher 

over the phone 
(if available); 

short essay on 
a given topic

Discussion

Production

Table 4: Overview of learning activities classified according to technology 
available and their corresponding learning activity categorization.

In order to guide you in the process of identifying and applying appropriate on-
line applications for teaching, learning and assessment for the different learning 
activities, a series of cards are created and provided in Appendix 2. On-line 
application tools for teaching, learning and assessment.
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SCENARIOS OF DISTANCE LEARNING DELIVERY

According to feedback received from various sources, most students that have 
access to video lessons broadcasted on television only faced a number of 
challenges. The main challenge associated with TV lessons that hampered learning 
is teacher’s fast speech / presentation and insufficient time allocated for the 
lesson (only 20 minutes). A number of problems come with the lack of pauses for 
reflection and analysis. This is especially challenging for young children. Another 
reported issue concerns those students that did not have access to the Internet 
and were unable to do their homework / assignments, and therefore were not able 
to receive teacher feedback and assessment.

Therefore, to meet the needs of learners, we recommend two distance learning 
scenarios:

SCENARIO # 1: DELIVERY OF PRINTED AND VIDEO MATERIALS 
THROUGH SCHOOLS AND MAKHALLA COMMITTEES
According to this scenario, videos and printed materials for hands-on, production 
and assessment activities are available at makhalla committees or schools / 
district education departments. Table 5 below illustrates a potential workflow for 
this educational scenario.

Teacher • The teacher develops educational materials according 
to the recommendations.

Distribution centre • The distribution centre arranges pick-up of these 
materials from teacher’s home; and

• The distribution centre distributes the materials to 
makhalla committees, schools, and district education 
departments.

Makhalla committee 
/ school / district 
education department

• Students sign-up for classes at the makhalla 
committees / schools, and district education 
departments, following the social distancing rules;

• Students get access to electronic materials at 
makhalla committees / schools, and district education 
departments; and

• Students leave their papers with completed tasks at 
makhalla committees / schools, and district education 
departments.

Distribution centre • The distribution centre collects student papers from 
makhalla committees / schools, and district education 
departments, and delivers them to the teacher for 
grading and feedback.

Table 5: Scenario 1 - Distance learning through makhalla committees / schools, 
and district education departments
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SCENARIO # 2: RECEIVING MATERIALS VIA TELEGRAM

As shown in Table 6, in this scenario, students will get access to videos and hands-
on, production and assessment activities through Telegram channels.

Teacher • The teacher develops educational materials 
according to the recommendations 
and upload them to Telegram.

Telegram • Students access materials through 
Telegram channels; and

• Students complete quizzes, trivia games, polls, 
discussions and evaluations in Telegram channels, 
and receive grades and feedback from teachers.

• The distribution centre distributes the 
materials to makhalla committees, schools, 
and district education departments.

DISTANCE LEARNING TOOLKIT

The Distance Learning Design Toolkit template can be downloaded from the link 
below as well as the example provided in this document. Download a blank copy of 
the Distance Learning Design Toolkit you can edit. 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Kip-5WSKyvR-FGHsM5qKtlZ5YsrUxnP6/view

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Kip-5WSKyvR-FGHsM5qKtlZ5YsrUxnP6/view 
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APPENDIX I: LESSON PLAN TEMPLATE

LESSON PLAN
Topics/Outcomes Resources Instructor

Class

Last session Next session

Timing Activities Outcomes Assestment

APPENDIX II. ON-LINE APPLICATION TOOLS FOR 
TEACHING, LEARNING AND ASSESSMENT.
In order to guide you in the process of identifying and applying appropriate on-
line applications for teaching, learning and assessment for the different learning 
activities, a series of cards are created and provided below.
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ACQUISITIONDISCUSSION PRODUCTIONENQUIRY                                                                                                               PRACTICE

In this activity you ask your learners
to watch a video on TV or on the
Class Telegram channel.

Provide clear instructions before
posting the video.

Activity via Telegram

In this example, the teacher posts
clear instructions on Telegram about
the video to be used in this section:

Watch the following video:
What Even is a Coast?

This video introduces the concept
of coasts by firstly explaining what
a coast is, then highlighting the
basics of wave formation,
including how why some waves
are bigger than others.

The teacher then uploads the link to
the video as presented on the image
on the right.

The teacher provides clear
instructions on the printed lesson
plan that will be distributed to
students.

Students will access the video at the
School/district education
department or at the Mahalla Hub.

If the student can only access the video via TV at home, we
recommend parents/carers to try to record the session on a
phone / camera so the student can review the lesson afterwards.

Access a demo of this tool at:
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/11xvr7Dj0HzIavI_TCr4y
GY8R-WksHfzq

Access to video on TV or Telegram

Activity via TV

Telegram

Coasts 1: All about Waves

505 subscribers

10:15

53   14:35

Coastal Deposition. Geography
KS3, GCSE, A1 level. AQA, OCR,
Edexcel. 9-1. Geography
Revision.

broadcast a message...

Due to the current Covid-19 outbreak, the
Traveling Teacher, James Simmond, has
produced this geography video that can be
used for all students across the country
who are currently having to study at home.

This geography video can be linked to
revision...

APPENDIXES
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ACQUISITIONDISCUSSION PRODUCTIONENQUIRY                                                                                                               PRACTICE

In this activity you ask your learners
to watch a video on TV or on the
Class Telegram channel.

Provide clear instructions before
posting the video.

Activity via Telegram

In this example, the teacher posts
clear instructions on Telegram about
the video to be used in this section:

Watch the following video:
What Even is a Coast?

This video introduces the concept
of coasts by firstly explaining what
a coast is, then highlighting the
basics of wave formation,
including how why some waves
are bigger than others.

The teacher then uploads the link to
the video as presented on the image
on the right.

The teacher provides clear
instructions on the printed lesson
plan that will be distributed to
students.

Students will access the video at the
School/district education
department or at the Mahalla Hub.

If the student can only access the video via TV at home, we
recommend parents/carers to try to record the session on a
phone / camera so the student can review the lesson afterwards.

Access a demo of this tool at:
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/11xvr7Dj0HzIavI_TCr4y
GY8R-WksHfzq

Access to video on TV or Telegram

Activity via TV

Telegram

Coasts 1: All about Waves

505 subscribers

10:15

53   14:35

Coastal Deposition. Geography
KS3, GCSE, A1 level. AQA, OCR,
Edexcel. 9-1. Geography
Revision.

broadcast a message...

Due to the current Covid-19 outbreak, the
Traveling Teacher, James Simmond, has
produced this geography video that can be
used for all students across the country
who are currently having to study at home.

This geography video can be linked to
revision...

APPENDIXES

PRACTICEDISCUSSION PRODUCTIONENQUIRY                                                                                                               ACQUISITION

In this activity you ask your learners to complete a MCQ or Quiz by creating a
Poll in Telegram.

You can share it in your group as an anonymous MCQ or Quiz for formative
assessment or share with each individual student for summative assessment.

A B

C D

MCQ or Quiz on Telegram?

Activity via Telegram

Access a demo of this tool at:
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/11xvr7Dj0HzIavI_TCr4yGY8R-
WksHfzq

1.Upload the image indicating the labels
(see image above).

2.Click the 'attachment icon and then
select :'Poll'

4.Select to allow' 'Multiple Answers
more than one correct answer and
' 'Quiz Mode to allow one correct
answer. In this example we selected
' '.Quiz Mode

3.Type the questions and the options:

5.Below is the question posted on
Telegram with one correct answer
provided anonymously by one of
the students.

Photo or video

Broadcast a message...

File

Poll

Location

Select the wave formation described by the letter С
in the image posted above:

QUESTION

New poll

Настройки

Elliptical wave orbit in shallow water

ROLL OPTION

Circular wave orbit in deep water

Add an Option

Multiple Answers

Send

Quiz Mode

Polls in Quiz Mode have one correct answer.
Users can`t revoke their answers.

Select the wave formation described be the
letter in the image posted above:С

Coast 1: All about Waves

Anonymous Quiz

0%      Elliptical wave orbit in shallow water

0%      Circular wave orbit in deep water

0%      Wave breaks

100% Crest of wave rises and steepens

1 answer
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PRACTICEDISCUSSION ENQUIRY                                                                                                               ACQUISITION PRODUCTION

Complete an Activity Sheet delivered via Telegram
or in printed format.

In this activity you ask your learners to
complete an Activity Sheet to encourage
them to think, reflect and/or apply the
concepts learned.

Provide clear instructions before posting
the Activity Sheet on Telegram.

In this example, the teacher posts clear
instructions on Telegram about the
activity:

Activity via
printing materials

In this example, the teacher
includes the Activity Sheet in the
weekly learning pack the students
need to pick up either from the
Mahalla Hubs or School/district
education department.

jobs Busier
in sun or rain?

What are the main
duties carried out

by somebody
doing this job?

Parents/carers are encouraged to track when Activity Sheets need to
be submitted via Telegram or at the distribution centres and help
students keep a calendar with deadlines.

Activity via Telegram

Coast 1: All about Waves
505 Subscribes

53   14:35Activity Sheet 1:
Why are coasts important to the economy?
Using the Coastal Jobs Activity Sheet 1,
think and share as many jobs that are
linked to the coast. Upload a photo of your
completed sheet by the end of Tuesday.

jobs Busier in sun or rain? What are the main duties
carried out by somebody

doing this job?

53   14:35

Activity Sheet 1: Coastal Jobs
Using the table below to list jobs that are
strongly linked to coastal areas. Try to think
of jobs that benefit from warm
weather and jobs where
there`s more work when it
rains.

Coast 1: All about Waves

Broadcast a message...
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PRACTICEDISCUSSION ENQUIRY                                                                                                               ACQUISITION PRODUCTION

Complete an Activity Sheet delivered via Telegram
or in printed format.

In this activity you ask your learners to
complete an Activity Sheet to encourage
them to think, reflect and/or apply the
concepts learned.

Provide clear instructions before posting
the Activity Sheet on Telegram.

In this example, the teacher posts clear
instructions on Telegram about the
activity:

Activity via
printing materials

In this example, the teacher
includes the Activity Sheet in the
weekly learning pack the students
need to pick up either from the
Mahalla Hubs or School/district
education department.

jobs Busier
in sun or rain?

What are the main
duties carried out

by somebody
doing this job?

Parents/carers are encouraged to track when Activity Sheets need to
be submitted via Telegram or at the distribution centres and help
students keep a calendar with deadlines.

Activity via Telegram

Coast 1: All about Waves
505 Subscribes

53   14:35Activity Sheet 1:
Why are coasts important to the economy?
Using the Coastal Jobs Activity Sheet 1,
think and share as many jobs that are
linked to the coast. Upload a photo of your
completed sheet by the end of Tuesday.

jobs Busier in sun or rain? What are the main duties
carried out by somebody

doing this job?

53   14:35

Activity Sheet 1: Coastal Jobs
Using the table below to list jobs that are
strongly linked to coastal areas. Try to think
of jobs that benefit from warm
weather and jobs where
there`s more work when it
rains.

Coast 1: All about Waves

Broadcast a message...
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Activity via Telegram

Discuss a topic on Telegram

In this activity you ask your learners to
discuss a topic via Telegram.

Provide clear instructions and specify the
length of the post to encourage students to
provide clear and concise answers.

In this example, the teacher posts clear
instructions on Telegram about the
topic for discussion:

Discuss about your best trip to the
beach ever. What made it so good?
Where was it? What did you do
there? (100 words max)

Parents/carers are encouraged to discuss the question/topic with
the students to stimulate thinking and reflection.

Access to Podcasts

FOR ACQUIRING

юнисеф

In this activity you ask your learners to listen
to a lesson in audio format delivered via
Telegram.
Produce a clear script before recording your
audio file.

Activity via Telegram

In this example, the teacher posts a
lesson in audio format (Podcast) via
Telegram:

The teacher writes the script before
recording the audio file.

The teacher uploads clear instructions
about what the Podcast is about before
uploading it on Telegram.

The teacher then makes the audio file
available on Telegram.

Coast 1: All about Waves
505 Subscribes

53   14:35FORUM:
Discuss about your best trip to the beach
ever. What made it so good? Where was it?
What did you do there? (100 words max)

Broadcast a message...

Coast 1: All about Waves
505 Subscribes

PODCAST: What Even is a Coast?
This Podcast introduces the concept of
coasts by firstly explaining what a coast
is, and then highlighting the basics of
wave formation, including how why some
waves are

Broadcast a message...

Podcast_What_is_a_Coast?.mp3

00:04
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Knowledge maps provide an overview of the learning
to be achieved. The maps specify vocabulary to be
learned and composite tasks which will be carried
out by the students over the course of learning
period.

Knowledge maps can be used as a formative
assessment tool. Students can be asked to identify
the areas they think they have learned by ticking the
sections/areas on the knowledge map.

Knowledge Map

Parents/carers are encouraged to discuss the Knowledge Map with
the students to stimulate thinking and reflection.

In this example, the teacher includes the Knowledge Map in the weekly learning
pack the students need to pick up either from the Mahalla Hubs or
School/district education department.

Activity via Printed Materials

Knowledge Map
Geography Coasts

Key terminology Definition

Weathering
The process of rocks been broken down

by the weather, plants, and animals

Freeze thaw
Repeated freezing and thawing, expands

and breaks the rock.

Chemical weathering Acid in rainwater dissolves the rock.

Erosion
The wearing away, transportation and

deposition of material

Swash The flow of water back into the sea

SIDS
Small Island Developing States e.g. the

Maldives

Click to see more..

Factors affecting coastal
processes
Weather patterns /extreme
events UK e.g. Storm Surge
December 2013.

Geology Rock type e.g. must
resistant and less resistant rocks

Human activity e.g. footpath
erosion, building and industry,
tourism, sea defences

Shareline Management
Plans
Hard engineering e.g.
frayners, sea
walls, revetment
Salt engineering
e.g.sand dunes and
salt marshes, beach
stabilisation

Hold the line
Retreat the line- managed realignment
Advance the Line
Do nothing

Impact of climate change
UK London HIC
Thames Barrier built in 1982 Holding the
line - Te2100 Plan
Why are some communities more
vulnerable than others?

Impact of climate change The Maldives
Republic
Impacts - environmental refugees
Options- sea walls, floating islands, migration
Use SEE to evaluate options
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Knowledge maps provide an overview of the learning
to be achieved. The maps specify vocabulary to be
learned and composite tasks which will be carried
out by the students over the course of learning
period.

Knowledge maps can be used as a formative
assessment tool. Students can be asked to identify
the areas they think they have learned by ticking the
sections/areas on the knowledge map.

Knowledge Map

Parents/carers are encouraged to discuss the Knowledge Map with
the students to stimulate thinking and reflection.

In this example, the teacher includes the Knowledge Map in the weekly learning
pack the students need to pick up either from the Mahalla Hubs or
School/district education department.

Activity via Printed Materials

Knowledge Map
Geography Coasts

Key terminology Definition

Weathering
The process of rocks been broken down

by the weather, plants, and animals

Freeze thaw
Repeated freezing and thawing, expands

and breaks the rock.

Chemical weathering Acid in rainwater dissolves the rock.

Erosion
The wearing away, transportation and

deposition of material

Swash The flow of water back into the sea

SIDS
Small Island Developing States e.g. the

Maldives

Click to see more..

Factors affecting coastal
processes
Weather patterns /extreme
events UK e.g. Storm Surge
December 2013.

Geology Rock type e.g. must
resistant and less resistant rocks

Human activity e.g. footpath
erosion, building and industry,
tourism, sea defences

Shareline Management
Plans
Hard engineering e.g.
frayners, sea
walls, revetment
Salt engineering
e.g.sand dunes and
salt marshes, beach
stabilisation

Hold the line
Retreat the line- managed realignment
Advance the Line
Do nothing

Impact of climate change
UK London HIC
Thames Barrier built in 1982 Holding the
line - Te2100 Plan
Why are some communities more
vulnerable than others?

Impact of climate change The Maldives
Republic
Impacts - environmental refugees
Options- sea walls, floating islands, migration
Use SEE to evaluate options
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Quiz your students on their geography skills
creating a quiz using Google Forms. If it's a
timed quiz, you have the option of disabling the
form to prevent submissions sent after a
specific time. You'll receive answers, ready to
be graded from any device.

Because the collected data feeds right into an
on-line spreadsheet it makes analysing the data really easy and you can access
the live results any time you like.

Quizzes using Google Forms

Documents
Tables
Presentations
Forms

Access a demo of this tool at:
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/11xvr7Dj0HzIavI_TCr4yGY8R-WksHfzq

1. Go to and registerforms.google.com
or login

2. Click on the symbol to create a'+'
new form

3. Type the title of your question, select
the type of questions and write the
options, then click .‘Answer key'

4. In the section select'Answer key'
the correct answer and assign
points to that question.

5. If you can't see the ' ',Answer key
you need to activate the Quiz
settings. Click on the settings
symbol at the top right-hand
corner.

6. Select the Tab at the top,'Quizzes'
select and select'Make this a quiz'
' 'other quiz options below.

Google Forms is free to use:
https://www.google.co.uk/forms/
about

How to create a Google form for formative-assessment

Questions Responces

Continents
Form description

How many continents are there?

Description

Answer key (0 points)

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Choose correct answers:

How many continents are there?

4

5

6

7

Add another feedback                                                                 Done

Send

General    Presentation QuizzesSettings

Make this a quiz

Assign point values to questions and allow auto-grading.

Immediate after each submittion

Later, after manual review
Turn on email collection

Quiz options

Release grade
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How to create a Kahoot! for formative-assessment

Learning games using Kahoot!

Students can use quizzes, puzzles and other learning game
in language classes, math and other subjects.

In a puzzle, students need to place answer alternatives in
the right order. It's a great way to change dynamics in class,
get students more focused and test deeper understanding.

Access a demo of this tool at:
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/11xvr7Dj0HzIavI_TCr4yGY8R-
WksHfzq

1. Go to https://kahoot.com
and register.

2. Click on the option , then'Kahoots'

' '3. Click on Create new

4. Click on 'Kahoot for formative!
assessment'

Kahoots Reports

Kahoots (3) Create new    Organize into folders

Template

Kahoot! for formative assesment

5. Write the question, select
and tick the right'single select'

answer.

6. Click at the top right-hand'Done'
corner.
7. Click .'Play now'
8. Click .'Teach'
9. Click the green button 'Classic'
and your Kahoot! will be ready.
Your learners can join using the
web link and code provided:

You can use Kahoot for free with limited functionality.
You would need to pay for the Pro and Premium accounts
https://kahoot.com/schools/plans

PRACTICEDISCUSSION ENQUIRY ACQUISITION PRODUCTION
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How to create a Kahoot! for formative-assessment

Learning games using Kahoot!

Students can use quizzes, puzzles and other learning game
in language classes, math and other subjects.

In a puzzle, students need to place answer alternatives in
the right order. It's a great way to change dynamics in class,
get students more focused and test deeper understanding.

Access a demo of this tool at:
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/11xvr7Dj0HzIavI_TCr4yGY8R-
WksHfzq

1. Go to https://kahoot.com
and register.

2. Click on the option , then'Kahoots'

' '3. Click on Create new

4. Click on 'Kahoot for formative!
assessment'

Kahoots Reports

Kahoots (3) Create new    Organize into folders

Template

Kahoot! for formative assesment

5. Write the question, select
and tick the right'single select'

answer.

6. Click at the top right-hand'Done'
corner.
7. Click .'Play now'
8. Click .'Teach'
9. Click the green button 'Classic'
and your Kahoot! will be ready.
Your learners can join using the
web link and code provided:

You can use Kahoot for free with limited functionality.
You would need to pay for the Pro and Premium accounts
https://kahoot.com/schools/plans
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Puzzles can be applied to math Kahoots!

You can use Kahoot for free with limited functionality. You have to pay for
professional and premium accounts https://kahoot.com/schools/plans

Here are some examples showing how you can apply brain teasers to Kahoot!
math puzzles:

Sort numbers in ascending or descending order – a nice activity for younger
learners!

Form equations – the complexity can be adjusted depending on the grade
you're teaching.

Examples

Great for creating and solving equations. Try it:

3

Telephone

80

+

90

2

5

(2       )        =7

x

18

48

38

89

0 answers

0 answer

0 answers

Fill in the blanks so that you get
the number 7.

Arrange these inventions in chronological order

Arrange the numbers in
ascending order

Puzzles are great for history questions.

Wheel
Printing

press
Internet

History puzzle

PRACTICEDISCUSSION ENQUIRY ACQUISITION PRODUCTION
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Use to create, share and present mindMindMeister
maps. There is no need to download the software or
update it manually. All the maps are stored on the
cloud, where they can be accessed via a computer or
mobile device.
The mind maps can be easily shared among learners to collaborate in real-
time.
Just invite your students via email or generate a shareable link in MindMeister
and post it on Telegram. You decide who can edit the mind map or only view it.
Mind maps utilize a number of memory triggers such as colors and images.
These are much easier for the brain to memorize and recall than pure text.
Additionally, mind maps help your students connect new pieces of information
with existing knowledge.

Designing transition activities

MindMeister offers a powerful
platform for designing transition
activities. Here is a structure for an
introduction to the topic and more
detailed discussion and reflection to
enable students to interact.

Memory pulses
A number of memory pulses are used
in charts, such as colors and images.
They are remembered and remem-
bered much easier than pure text.
In addition, diagrams help your
students connect new pieces of
information with existing knowledge.

Collaboration between students

While traditional paper charts are
great for developing ideas in the
classroom, online charts allow
your students to brainstorm in
groups and plan collaboratively
in real time, no matter where they
are or what device they are
using.

Charles Darwin
1809-1882

British naturalist and geologist

Records 04-03-2020

fossils
evidence

fossil evidence
of living organisms

variations in resource competition

profitable options

theory used in science

proof of evolution

survival of the fittest

natural selection

Just a theory?

Learning games using Mindmeister
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Use to create, share and present mindMindMeister
maps. There is no need to download the software or
update it manually. All the maps are stored on the
cloud, where they can be accessed via a computer or
mobile device.
The mind maps can be easily shared among learners to collaborate in real-
time.
Just invite your students via email or generate a shareable link in MindMeister
and post it on Telegram. You decide who can edit the mind map or only view it.
Mind maps utilize a number of memory triggers such as colors and images.
These are much easier for the brain to memorize and recall than pure text.
Additionally, mind maps help your students connect new pieces of information
with existing knowledge.

Designing transition activities

MindMeister offers a powerful
platform for designing transition
activities. Here is a structure for an
introduction to the topic and more
detailed discussion and reflection to
enable students to interact.

Memory pulses
A number of memory pulses are used
in charts, such as colors and images.
They are remembered and remem-
bered much easier than pure text.
In addition, diagrams help your
students connect new pieces of
information with existing knowledge.

Collaboration between students

While traditional paper charts are
great for developing ideas in the
classroom, online charts allow
your students to brainstorm in
groups and plan collaboratively
in real time, no matter where they
are or what device they are
using.

Charles Darwin
1809-1882

British naturalist and geologist

Records 04-03-2020

fossils
evidence

fossil evidence
of living organisms

variations in resource competition

profitable options

theory used in science

proof of evolution

survival of the fittest

natural selection

Just a theory?

Learning games using Mindmeister How to create a Kahoot for formative-assessment

1.Go to and register or login.www.mindmeister.com

2.In the section ' 'My Maps

3. Move over the icon
Brainstorming' ' and select 'Use'

4. Write a title for your brainstorming
activity

My Maps

Recents

Favorites

Evolution and the Origin
of Species

5. Click at the bottom of'Share'
the page, tick the box
'Link to share' and then click
'Copy link' and share the link
with your learners!

Share this map

Invite friends

InviteEmail address or name

Link to share

https://mm.tt/16236555&/ Copy link

Generate new URL

Social media

Facebook                  Twitter               Instagram

Share

You can use MindMeister for free (up to 3 mind maps).
You would need to pay for the Personal and Pro plans.
https://www.mindmeister.com

Access a demo tutorial on making learning games using Mindmeister
for productive student activities
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/11xvr7Dj0HzIavI_TCr4yGY8R-
WksHfzq
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Mentimeter is a live polling tool for engaging
audiences of all sizes.
Teachers can use live polls, Q&A and open responses
to help listen to your learners and enable everyone to
contribute using their smartphones.

Use live polling to engage your students.
Create Multiple Choice questions with
predefined answers to get fast responses
from your students and share
visualizations in real-time.

1.Go to w w.mentimeter.comw
and register or login

2.Click 'Create new presentation'

3.Type the title of your presentation.

4. Under the section select'Type' 'Scales'

Access a demo of this tool at:
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/11xvr7Dj0HzIavI_TCr4yGY8R-WksHfzq

Presentation name

Create new presentation

Type Content             Customize

Multiple Choice Word Cloud

ABC

Scales Ranking

Popular question types    ?

5. Type the question and the options
and then click at the top'Present'
right-hand corner.

6. Share the weblink and code with
your learners.

Learning games using Mentimeter

Interactive live pooling

You can use Mentimeter for free with limited functionality. You will need to
pay for the Basic and Pro plans. www.mentimeter.com/

Put the 4 inner planets in order by their sizes

Add longer description

Type Content Customize

Your question       ?

Statements ?

Mercury

Mars

Venus

Earth                                      145

Mercury

Mars

Venus

S
tr

o
n

g
ly

 d
is

a
g

re
e

Average

Earth

S
tr

o
n

g
ly

 a
g

re
e

Put the 4 inner planets in order by their sizes
from smallest to largest
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Mentimeter is a live polling tool for engaging
audiences of all sizes.
Teachers can use live polls, Q&A and open responses
to help listen to your learners and enable everyone to
contribute using their smartphones.

Use live polling to engage your students.
Create Multiple Choice questions with
predefined answers to get fast responses
from your students and share
visualizations in real-time.
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Properties Preview Save and Return Get More
to Course             Features

Quiz           Publish                Save

How many oceans in Seven Seas?

That`s right! The "Seven Seas" is an ancient phrase for all of the world's oceans. The
term has been taken to include seven oceanic bodies of water: the Arctic Ocean, the
North Atlantic Ocean, the South Atlantic Ocean, the Indian Ocean, the North Pacific
Ocean, the South Pacific Ocean, the Southern (or Antarctic) Ocean.

5

4

7

Question

Multiple choice

Correct answer

Файл Вставка Конструктор Переходы Анимация iSpring FreeГлавная

Вставить

Буфер обмена

Вырезать

Копировать

Формат по образцу

Макет

Восстановить

Раздел

Слайды Шрифты

Создать

слайд

Quizzes using iSpring

With , you can create interactive testsiSpring
and quizzes, set up custom scoring, and
evaluate students' progress online.

1. Download iSpring from:
https://www.ispringsolutions.com
/ispring-free/download.

2. Open PowerPoint and you will see
iSpring integrated. Click on 'Quiz.'

Access a demo of this tool at:
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/11xvr7Dj0HzIavI_TCr4yGY8R-WksHfzq

3. And then click on :'Graded Quiz'

Survey

Graded Quiz

Create
Recent Quizzes

Browse

iSpring Free QuizMaker

4. Then click and and you will be presented with this'Question' 'Multiple choice'
screen. Type the title of your question, the options and the feedback for the
right and wrong answer. You also have extra options on the right-hand side.

You can download to your computer and it will be automatically integratediSpring
into PowerPoint, so you can easily create your questions from PowerPoint.

Please note is only available for computers running Microsoft Windows.iSpring

Multiple choice question: Geography
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With iSpring QuizMaker, you can create interactive tests and quizzes,
customize scoring, and assess student performance online.

Hot-spot questions

(hot spot selection questions in image) with iSpring QuizMaker.

Hot spot question: ANATOMY

In this test, the teacher uses a hot spot
question to test how well the students
know the human anatomy.

Mark the vestibule of the larynx
in the image

?

Hot spot question:
VEHICLE MAINTENANCE

In this example, the teacher uses a hot
spot question to test how well students
can recognize parts of a car or identify a
part visually.

Find and mark
the combustion chamber

?

You can download and use iSpring Quiz Maker for free for
14 days. This is followed by an annual subscription:
https://www.ispringsolutions.com/ispring-quizmaker
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With iSpring QuizMaker, you can create interactive tests and quizzes,
customize scoring, and assess student performance online.

Hot-spot questions

(hot spot selection questions in image) with iSpring QuizMaker.

Hot spot question: ANATOMY

In this test, the teacher uses a hot spot
question to test how well the students
know the human anatomy.

Mark the vestibule of the larynx
in the image

?

Hot spot question:
VEHICLE MAINTENANCE

In this example, the teacher uses a hot
spot question to test how well students
can recognize parts of a car or identify a
part visually.

Find and mark
the combustion chamber

?

You can download and use iSpring Quiz Maker for free for
14 days. This is followed by an annual subscription:
https://www.ispringsolutions.com/ispring-quizmaker

To make your presentation and Quiz available via Telegram, you will need to
publish it to your computer, then upload the HTML files on a server and then
share the link via Telegram.

You can download iSpring Quiz Maker and use for free
for 14 days. After that there is a yearly subscription:
https://www.ispringsolutions.com/ispring-quizmaker

5. Once you have finished typing your
question(s), click and Return'Save'
to Course':

6.After that you will see the Quiz has
been integrated into your
PowerPoint. Click :'Preview'

Properties Preview Save and Return Get More
to Course             Features

Quiz           Publish                Save

Properties Preview Save and Return Get More
to Course             Features

Quiz           Publish                Save

7. And you will see the presentation and your question embedded:

8. Click and then select to'Publish'
publish to ' ' if youMy Computer
are going to make the files
available from a website or select
'LMS' if you're going to publish
the file via your LMS, such as
Moodle, Blackboard, etc.

Multiple choice question: Geography

Activity via Telegram

THE SEAS Сколько океанов насчитывает Мировой Океан?

That`s right! The "Seven Seas" is an ancient phrase for all of the world's

oceans. The term has been taken to include seven oceanic bodies of water:

the Arctic Ocean, the North Atlantic Ocean, the South Atlantic Ocean, the

Indian Ocean, the North Pacific Ocean, the South Pacific Ocean, the

Southern (or Antarctic) Ocean.

Correct

5

4

7

View Results>>
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Create flashcards and study sets or choose from
millions created by other users. is anQuizlet
education and flashcard app that makes studying
languages, history, vocabulary and science, simple
and effective.

It's free and it is available in Uzbek and Russian
languages.

Access a demo of this tool at:
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/11xvr7Dj0HzIavI_TCr4yGY8R-WksHfzq

1. Register or login to Quizlet.

2. Click 'Discovery popular sets'

Discover popular sets

Browse popular sets created by other
teachers and students on Quizlet

3. Click on 'Fruits in French'

4. Move over the images
to practice vocabulary

Fruits in French

16 items

User

SaleemelFrance

TERM

le melon d`eau

DEFINITION

watermelon

5. Click on the left-hand'Flash cards'
side to practice pronunciation
using the flash card with the

.names of fruits

orange

You can use Quizlet for free:
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.quizlet.quizletan
droid&hl=en_US

Educational games with Quizlet

Educational card for learning languages
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Create flashcards and study sets or choose from
millions created by other users. is anQuizlet
education and flashcard app that makes studying
languages, history, vocabulary and science, simple
and effective.

It's free and it is available in Uzbek and Russian
languages.

Access a demo of this tool at:
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/11xvr7Dj0HzIavI_TCr4yGY8R-WksHfzq

1. Register or login to Quizlet.

2. Click 'Discovery popular sets'

Discover popular sets

Browse popular sets created by other
teachers and students on Quizlet

3. Click on 'Fruits in French'

4. Move over the images
to practice vocabulary

Fruits in French

16 items

User

SaleemelFrance

TERM

le melon d`eau

DEFINITION

watermelon

5. Click on the left-hand'Flash cards'
side to practice pronunciation
using the flash card with the

.names of fruits

orange

You can use Quizlet for free:
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.quizlet.quizletan
droid&hl=en_US

Educational games with Quizlet

Educational card for learning languages

Duolingo is a language learning platform.
Duolingo lessons give each student personalized
feedback and practice, preparing them to get the most
out of classroom instruction. Teachers can track all
their students in one place through the Duolingo
dashboard.

Duolingo helps students learn languages in fun, game-
like lessons keeping students motivated and excited about language.

Duolingo gives you lots of freedom to
personalize learning.
Here are some examples that will keep
learners engaged!

Languages your learners
can learn using Duolingo

Duolingo and Duolingo for Schools is free for students and teachers!
https://www.duolingo.com

Access Duolingo Guide for Educators and parents at:
https://blog.duolingo.com/educator-and-parent-guide-making-the-most-
out-of-staying-at-home/

Learning games using Duolingo

How to study with Duolingo

Tap the translation

Nos gusta

la musica

We     like     music

5

We    cups    dress

uncles                   lost

You are correct

CONTINUE

Access a demo of this tool at:
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/11xvr7Dj0HzIavI_TCr4yGY8R-WksHfzq
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Screencastify helps teachers to make learning more personal in their blended and
flipped classrooms by recording:

• Full and/or bite-sized lessons;
• Assignment solutions and;
• Verbal student feedback.

Many teachers use to free up time by recording lessons plans andScreencastify
communicating with parents.
Screencastify integrates easily with , and . It uses singleGoogle Drive Classroom
Sign-On (you can use your Google account to login to ).Screencastify

Once is installed on your computer you can easily access it fromScreencastify
your Chrome browser.

3. This menu below will appear.
Select , and'Desktop' 'Microphone'
'Embed Webcam' 'Record'and click
when you're ready.

5 minutes limit per video. Upgrade
unlimited recording.

RecordFree

Browser Tab Desktop Webcam Only

Microphone

Embed Webcam

Record

Select

Select

Show more options

4. Select or'Entire screen' 'Application
Windows' for the recording and you
will be ready to start recording.

5. Once you finish your recording, you
will see the screen presented
below.
For sharing your video via
Telegram, click on .'Download MP4'
Your video will be downloaded, and
you will be ready to share your
video demonstration with your
students on Telegram.

Screencastify is free for videos of
up to 5 min. For unlimited
recordings you need to pay $49 per
year.www.screencastify.com

Creating a screencast to demonstrate how a Pie Chart is created in Excel

Access a demo of this tool at:
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/11xvr7Dj0HzIavI_TCr4yGY8R-WksHfzq

1. Login to using yourScreencastify
Google account and follow the
instructions to install it on your
computer.

2. Open Google Chrome and click on
the icon presented in the browser:
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To begin with the teacher produces a clear script before
recording the Podcast / audio file.
The teacher goes to https://vocaroo.com.
to record the Podcast.

The teacher shares the link to the Podcast
via Telegram.

1. Go to: www.vocaroo.com

2. Click on the icon ( ) andred circle
start recording your Podcast/audio:

3. Click on the icon ( )red square
to stop the recording when finished:

4. Click on to sa ev'Save & Share'
the file or share the link:

5. The audio file can be downloaded
by clicking the option'Download'
or copying the link provided.

6. The teacher shares the link
or the file via Telegram.

Create Podcasts using Vacaroo

Recording a Podcast using Vacaroo

00:07

00:07

Access a demo of this tool at:
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/11xvr7Dj0HzIavI_TCr4yGY8R-WksHfzq
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